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Safety Notes

WARnInGs, cAuTIons, and noTEs contained in this manual emphasize critical 
instructions as follows:

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal 
injury or environmental contamination.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage 
to the equipment.

Important information that should not be overlooked.
 

Electrical Safety

Main voltages are present in the analyzer housings.  Always shut down power source(s) 
before performing maintenance or troubleshooting.  Only a qualified electrician should 
make electrical connections and ground checks.

Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer may impair the 
safety protection originally provided by the equipment.

The symbol         indicates that his product has been tested to the requirements of CAN/
CSA-C22.2 No. 61010-1, second edition, including Amendment 1, or a later version of 
the same standard incorporating the same level of testing requirements.

Grounding

Instrument grounding is mandatory.  Performance specifications and safety protection are 
void if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.

Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.

NOTE
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Environmental Information (WEEE)

This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some 
cases the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environment or 
human health.  In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the environment 
and to conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you arrange to recycle 
this product when it reaches its “end of life.”

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a 
municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is a 
reminder to dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and been 
removed from service.  Metals, plastics and other components are recyclable and you can 
do your part by one of the following these steps:

• When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your local or re-
gional waste collection administration for recycling.

• In some cases, your “end-of-life” product may be traded in for credit towards 
the purchase of new AMETEK instruments. Contact your dealer to see if this 
program is available in your area.

• If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, contact 
our office listed in the front of the instruction manual.
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WARRANTY AND CLAIMS

We warrant that any equipment of our own manufacture or manufactured for us pursuant to our specifications 
which shall not be, at the time of shipment thereof by or for us, free from defects in material or workmanship 
under normal use and service will be repaired or replaced (at our option) by us free of charge, provided that 
written notice of such defect is received by us within twelve (12) months from date of shipment of portable 
analyzers or within eighteen (18) months from date of shipment or twelve (12) months from date of installation 
of permanent equipment, whichever period is shorter. All equipment requiring repair or replacement under the 
warranty shall be returned to us at our factory, or at such other location as we may designate, transportation 
prepaid. We shall examine such returned equipment, and if it is found to be defective as a result of defective 
materials or workmanship, it shall be repaired or replaced as aforesaid. Our obligation does not include the 
cost of furnishing any labor in connection with the installation of such repaired or replaced equipment or 
parts thereof, nor does it include the responsibility or cost of transportation. In addition, instead of repair-
ing or replacing the equipment returned to us as aforesaid, we may, at our option, take back the defective 
equipment, and refund in full settlement the purchase price thereof paid by Buyer.

The warranty shall not apply to any equipment (or part thereof) which has been tampered with or altered after 
leaving our control or which has been replaced by anyone except us, or which has been subject to misuse, 
neglect, abuse or improper use. Misuse or abuse of the equipment, or any part thereof, shall be construed to 
include, but shall not be limited to, damage by negligence, accident, fire or force of the elements. Improper 
use or misapplications shall be construed to include improper or inadequate protection against shock, vibra-
tion, high or low temperature, overpressure, excess voltage and the like, or operating the equipment with 
or in a corrosive, explosive or combustible medium, unless the equipment is specifically designed for such 
service, or exposure to any other service or environment of greater severity than that for which the equip-
ment was designed.

The warranty does not apply to used or secondhand equipment nor extend to anyone other than the original 
purchaser from us.

THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION AND WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, AND OF ALL OTHER 
OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON OUR PART. IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE UNDER 
THIS WARRANTY OR ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY ANTICIPATED 
OR LOST PROFITS, INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, TIME CHANGES 
OR ANY OTHER LOSSES INCURRED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OR ANY THIRD PARTY 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE PURCHASE, INSTALLATION, REPAIR OR OPERATION OF EQUIP-
MENT, OR ANY PART THEREOF COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE. WE MAKE NO 
WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES 
OF FITNESS OR OF MERCHANTABILITY, AS TO ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER’S EQUIPMENT, 
WHETHER SOLD SEPARATELY OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH EQUIPMENT OF OUR MANUFAC-
TURE. WE DO NOT AUTHORIZE ANY REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER PERSON TO ASSUME FOR 
US ANY LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART THEREOF, COVERED 
BY THIS WARRANTY.
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overview

System Features

The WDG 1200/1210 Insitu probes are a type of direct insertion oxygen probe 
used to measure the oxygen in the exhaust of a combustion process.  The zirco-
nium oxide cell is placed directly in the stream of the products of combustion. 
The probe is designed for applications in which the flue gas temperature does not 
exceed 1472°F (800°C), and where combustibles measurements are not required. 
The outer probe material is 310L stainless steel, which is highly resistant to cor-
rosion.

With the unique design of the Insitu probe, field replacement of all components 
is easily performed. While the outer protection tube remains in the process, the 
inner tube structure, which houses the oxygen cell and furnace/thermocouple 
assembly, can be removed easily (see Figure 6-1). Because there is no need to 
return the probe to the factory, extensive downtime and expensive repairs on the 
probe are no longer necessary.

Key Features and Benefits

• LED display: used to view oxygen, cell temperature, sensor temperature, or 
cell millivolts.

• An isolated linear current output for oxygen.

• Oxygen alarm.

• Diagnostics capabilities, including a system alarm.

• Modbus communications.

The components inside the probe can be hot enough to cause burns 
even after having been shut down for a considerable period of time. 
Exercise proper safety precautions. 
 
Turn off power to the control unit when working on the probe.
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Sensor 

We recommend that all personnel who will regularly use this analyzer become 
familiar with the following brief explanation of how the analyzer works and the 
components that make up the analyzer.

The oxygen Measuring Cell

The sensing element itself is a closed-end tube or disk made from ceramic zir-
conium oxide stabilized with an oxide of yttrium or calcium. Porous platinum 
coatings on the inside and outside serve as a catalyst and as electrodes. At high 
temperatures (generally above 1200°F/650°C), oxygen molecules coming in con-
tact with the platinum electrodes near the sensor become ionized. As long as the 
oxygen partial pressures on either side of the cell are equal, the movement is ran-
dom and no net flow of ions occurs. If, however, gases having different oxygen 
partial pressures are on either side of the cell, a voltage is produced (See Figure 
1-1). The magnitude of this voltage is a function of the ratio of the two oxygen 
partial pressures. If the oxygen partial pressure of one gas is known, the voltage 
produced by the cell indicates the oxygen content of the other gas. A reference 
gas, usually air (20.9% O2), is used for one of the gases. 

Since the voltage of the cell is temperature dependent, the cell is maintained at 
a constant temperature. The oxygen content is then determined from the Nernst 
equation: 

E = RT
4F

O1
O2

ln

where R and F are constants, T is absolute temperature, and O1 and O2 are the 
oxygen partial pressures on either side of the cell. 

For measuring oxygen in non-combustibles gases, the zirconium oxide sensor can 
be modeled using the Nernst equation and the equation given below:

E = A   T log AT = 50.7 at 750°C20.9%
O2 Unk%

Where A is a constant, T is the cell temperature in kelvin (°C + 273) and O2 
Unk% is the unknown oxygen concentration of the gas to be analyzed (calculated 
by the analyzer).

The cell produces zero voltage when the same amount of oxygen is on both sides, 
and the voltage increases as the oxygen concentration of the sample decreases. 
The voltage created by the difference in the sample gas and the reference air is 
carried by a cable to the microprocessor control unit, where it is linearized to an 
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output signal.

Because of the high operating temperature of the cell, combustible 
gases that are present may burn. When this occurs, the cell will 
generate high millivolts and cause the display to indicate less oxygen 
than is actually in the gas (net oxygen content).

Figure 1-1.
Zirconium oxide cell principle of operation.

Three Simple Systems in the Analyzer

• The Mechanical System:  The inner and outer pipes, mounting flange, and 
terminal case.

• The Measuring System:  The sensing cell, interconnecting wiring, and inte-
grated user interface.

• The Temperature System:  The electrical zirconium oxide cell heater with 
internal type “K” thermocouple, and the control unit. The sensing cell of the 
analyzer is operated at a constant temperature.  Heat is supplied to the cell by 
an electrically powered internal heater. Inside the heater is a thermocouple used 
in the cell temperature control circuit. 

NOTE
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Problems to Avoid

These are some errors to avoid. If they are avoided, your analyzer will operate 
with a minimum of maintenance and troubleshooting.

• Do not use pipe dope or any other contaminant that gives off combustible 
vapor which may cause erroneous measurements on any joints of the sample 
tubing.

• Calibration gases must contain oxygen. Do not use pure nitrogen or any other 
anaerobic gas, or a zero gas.

• Do not use calibration gases if they contain a mixture of oxygen and combus-
tibles.

• Do not handle the cell or heater (white end) excessively. Do not try to clean 
the cell. When handling, grasp by touching the seal fitting.

Cautions to be observed:

• Turn off the power to the probe when working on the probe. 

• All the parts inside the probe are hot and will cause severe burns if touched. 
Use gloves, wrenches, and care when working inside the sensor.
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Technical Support

AMETEK/Thermox is committed to providing you the best technical support in 
the industry. If you need service or application assistance, please call AMETEK 
at (412) 828-9040, or your local AMETEK/Thermox representative. 

Before you call the factory for technical support, run test gases and record the 
following values (you may be asked by the factory to provide this information 
when receiving service):

• Cell millivolts

• Cell temperature

• Cold junction temperature

• Any fault indicators

If you need to return equipment, you will be asked to provide the following infor-
mation before obtaining a Return Material Authorization (RMA) number.

• Billing and shipping address

• Model number

• Serial number

• Purchase order number

• Telephone number

• Contact Name

Before returning material, you must get an RMA number from the 
factory.

NOTE
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specifications

WDG 1200/1210/insitu probe

General

Flue gas temp: 20°C to 800°C/68°F to 1472°F

Heater temperature: 750°C ±3°C (1382°F ± 5°F)

Pressure: ± 2 psig (± 13.8 kPa)

Probe material: 310L Stainless steel

Case material: Powder-coated aluminum

Mechanical Data
WDG 1200/Inistu Probe Length and Weight:

Overall length of probe: Approximate Weight:

0.457 m / 18”
0.9144 m / 36”
1.828 m / 72”
2.743 m / 108”

9.3 kg / 20 lb.
11.5 kg / 25 lb.
18.3 kg / 40 lb.
22.9 kg / 50 lb.

WDG 1210/Inistu Probe Length and Weight:

Overall length of probe: Approximate Weight:

0.457 m / 18”
0.9144 m / 36”
1.828 m / 72”
2.743 m / 108”

7.3 kg / 16 lb.
9.5 kg / 21 lb.
16.3 kg / 36 lb.
20.9 kg / 46 lb.

Head dimensions (Height/Width/Depth):
153 x 152 x 172 mm/5.90 “ x 5.98 “ x 6.77 “

Clearance for Removal: Overall length plus 25 mm/1 “

controller Data - WDG 1210/insitu only
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Dimensions: 152 mm (6”) high
153 mm (6”) wide
130 mm (5.2”) deep

Weight: 2.7 kg / 6 lb.

Max Distance between Controller and Probe:  150 m (500 ft)

calibration Gas

Zero Gas: 1 % O2 in nitrogen recommended 
(0.1% to 10% possible)

Span Gas: 20.9 % O2 recommended
(10 % to 25% possible)

Flow Requirement: A stable flow of 1.4 l/min (3.0 ft3/hr) nominal with a mini-
mum of 2.80 l/min (6.0 ft3/hr) 

Regulator Pressure: 10 psi (0.7 bar) nominal (It may be necessary to use a 
regulator pressure of up to 30 psi (2.0 bar) to achieve 
the required flow)

environmental protection

Probe Head: IP65/NEMA4 protected

Operating tempera-
ture:

-20°C to +70°C/-4°F to +158°F

Relative Humidity: 10 % to 90 % non-condensing

performance Data

Measuring range: Selectable range 0 to 1; 0 to 25% v/v O2

Accuracy: +/-1% of reading, or +/-.05% oxygen, whichever is 
greater

Repeatability: ± 0.5 % of full scale on analog outputs

Response time: 90 % of full scale within 5 seconds (calibration gas)

Measuring method: Zirconia oxide sensor

Warm-up time: 20 minutes maximum
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electrical Data

Voltage range: 100-240 VAC

Frequency: 48-62 Hz

Power: 250 W

Current Rating: 4 A Peak

Over-voltage category: CAT II

Fuse rating and characteristics: 3.15A (T)

External earth bonding: 6 mm female thread

Relay rating: Single pole changeover 2 A at 30 VAC/
DC.

Isolation switch rating Miniature Circuit Breaker or Fused 
Switched Isolator with 5A fuse fitted 
(Customer Supplied)

This equipment may suffer permanent damage if it is operated from a 
supply which cannot deliver the required current

User interface

Display type: Single-line 4 digit LED

Parameters: O2 concentration
Calibration gas
Cell temperature 
Fault messages
Cell/Thermocouple Information

Analogue outputs: Single channel isolated 0 to 10; 0 to 20;
2 to 20; 4 to 20mA menu selectable
Max impedance 500 Ω

Ranges: Selectable range 0 to 1; 0 to 25% v/v O2

Damping: 1 to 100 selectable

Serial output: RS485 Modbus protocol

Fault indication: LED indication and error codes

Calibration: Optional track or hold

Calibration types: Manual; Automatic (requires optional remote calibra-
tion unit); Remote trigger

NOTE
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InstallatIon and start-up

Only qualified service personnel with knowledge of electrical safety 
techniques should perform the operations in this chapter. There are 
no operator-serviceable components inside the WDG-1200/1210 
Insitu probe. Never service the Insitu probe unless power has been 
removed from the probe and it has been allowed to cool for at least 
one hour.

This chapter shows you how to install the WDG-1200/1210 Insitu probes, includ-
ing the following:

• Unpacking

• Mechanical Installation

• Electrical Connections

• Final Checks

unpacking

Remove any packing material from the probe and the control unit. Check for 
damage. If any is found, notify the shipper.
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Mechanical Installation

• Location
• Installing the Filter/Flame Arrestor (optional)
•  Mounting the Sensor
•  Calibration Setup

location

Observe the following guidelines when selecting an analyzer instal-
lation location.

The installation location should be free from excessive vibration. The ambi-
ent temperature must be within the limits listed in the specifications chapter in 
this manual.  If the ambient temperature is outside the specified limits or the 
vibration is excessive, please contact Thermox Sales or Service Department at 
412.828.9040.  There are special options to address ambient temperatures out-
side the listed specifications and special-mounting solutions can be provided for 
excessive vibration installation locations.

Handle the probe with care, do not drop the probe. The probe contains fragile 
ceramic components which are easily damaged. The probe should be removed 
from the stack/flue when high pressure cleaning with a water hose, as this can 
crack the zirconia cell. 

Select a suitable accessible position where the probe is located in the main stream 
of the flue gas.  Flue gas temperatures must be in the range of 20°C/68°F to 
800°C/1472°F.

Avoid positions where obstructions or bends may impede the flow of gas or 
prevent insertion or subsequent removal of the probe.

Sufficient clearance must be allowed for installation and removal of the probe.  A 
minimum clearance of the probe length plus an extra 25mm/ 1”  from the boiler 
flange or stand-off is suggested.   

If excessive dust flow is likely, fit a deflector plate with its apex facing the flow of 
flue gas.
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unpacking the shipping protection

1. Remove the Anti-Shock rubber cap, see the picture below:

 

2. Unpack the Mullite ceramic tube as below:

 

3. Put the Mullite Tube into the probe, as below:

 

4. Fit the filter or shield to the end of the probe as shown below

Anti-Shock 
Rubber Plug

Mullite Tube
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Fitting a Filter or shield to the probe

Some protection must always be fitted to the probe tip to prevent foreign objects 
from entering the probe and damaging the sensor.

Never use the probe without protection on the tip.. 

The protector can be a mesh screen, flame arrestor, ceramic filter or stainless steel 
filter, depending on the application. The example below shows a ceramic filter 
with stainless steel protector.

Once the packing material has been removed, screw the filter or screen onto the 
end of the probe tube as shown.

Loosen the filter protector and slide it over the filter. Extend the protector ap-
proximately 1/2” (1.27 cm) past the tip of the filter.

Align the filter protector so that the particulate will hit the protector rather than 
the filter.

Tighten the protector clamps.

Figure 3-1. Filter installation.

NOTE
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Mounting the sensor

Ambient temperature in the controller area should be less than 
160° F (70°C). 

Mount the probe and its flange to the flange on the process (see Figure 
3-2a and 3-2b). Insulate the pipe nipple with at least 1” (2.54 cm) thick weather-
proof insulation. If the pipe nipple is over 4” (10.16 cm) long, it should be heat 
traced.

Figure 3-2a.   WdG-1200 Insitu sensor mounting.

6.02
153

5.98
152

1.08
27.43 1.08

27.431/2"NPSF
2 PLACES

CL

4.39
111.55 2.59

65.91

3.50
89

.24
61.04

26.42CL

2"NPT (M)

Figure 3-2b.   WdG-1210 Insitu sensor mounting.

NOTE
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Mounting the Controller (WdG-1210 Insitu only)

Figure 3-3.
Model 1210 Insitu oxygen probe system Key Components:

1.    Model 1210 Oxygen Probe
2. Oxygen Control Unit (required)
3. Remote Calibration Unit (optional)
4. Span Calibration Gas (typically 20.9% O2 in N2)
5. Zero Calibration Gas (typically 1% O2 in N2)
6. Heater Supply Input to Probe
7. Cell, Thermocouple, and Cold Junction Signals 

from Probe

8. Mains Power Supply Input to Control 
Unit

9. Signal Outputs/Relays (customer 
connections)

10. Automatic Calibration Trigger and 
Pressure Signals

11. Mains Power Supply to Remote 
Calibration Unit

12. External Mains Isolation Switch 
(customer-supplied)

13. Calibration Gas Input to Probe

Use of an remote calibration unit is optional. The probe can be 
manually calibrated (not illustrated).

NOTE
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Mounting Guidelines

1. Mount the control unit to a flat, vertical surface at a height where the display 
is clearly visible and the key panel user interface is readily accessible.

2. There should be a minimum of 150 mm (6”) clearance below to enable both 
the electrical connections and signal cable connections to be made.

3. Ensure that there is an accessible route for connection to the measurement 
probe and the remote calibration unit.

4. Maximum length of interconnecting cable between the measurement probe 
and the control unit should not exceed 150 meters or 500 feet. 

Figure 3-4.
selecting the measurement location.
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Installing the Controller

All dimensions are given in millimeters/inches.

Figure 3-5.
Control unit dimensional Information.

Mounting the Control unit

The Control Unit is mounted to a vertical, flat surface using the four (4) 7mm 
(0.28”) mounting holes as seen in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-6.
Mounting details.
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Calibration setup

Figures 3-7a and 3-7b show the location of the calibration gas inlet port on both 
units. When calibrating the system, connect your calibration gases to this inlet 
port.

Figure 3-7a.  
Calibration Gas port
WdG-1200 Insitu.

Figure 3-7b.  
Calibration Gas port
WdG-1210 Insitu.

Calibration Gas Port

required calibration gases and tubing
• Use calibration gases at 10 psig (0.7 bar).

• Shorter probes:  use 3 scfh (1.4 l/min.)

• 6 and 9-foot probes:  use 6 scfh (2.8 l/min.)

The span gas oxygen concentration must be higher than the zero gas by a factor 
of 10. 

• Span gas - analyzer air (20.9%) or from 10% to 25% O2, balance N2.
• Zero gas - from .1 to 10% O2, balance N2 (1% is recommended).

Always use 1/4” OD Teflon or stainless steel tubing that is free of oil 
and dirt.

Calibration inlet

Connect your calibration gases directly to the calibration gas inlet port on the 
Insitu probe (see Figure 3-7). Cap this port when not performing calibrations.

NOTE
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Electrical Connections

The customer is responsible for providing all switch cabinets, distribution boxes, 
fuses and other components for electrical installation as well as the mains power 
supply connections.

The use of a circuit breaker or an isolations switch and a 5A (max) 
fuse (supplied by the customer) is recommended.

Mains power supply

Mains power connections must be made for:

• the oxygen probe

• the optional remote calibration unit (where applicable)

• any additional equipment (e.g., chart recorder, etc.)

remote Calibration unit (optional)

Signal connections must be made for:

• Automatic Trigger

• Pressure Signals

The automatic trigger circuit is not isolated from internal DC circuits 
and provides only for Basic insulation.  Circuits connected to this 
set of terminals must be connected only to appropriate components 
and properly insulated to provide at least an additional level of Basic 
insulation to assure user safety.

Both the  WDG-1200 Insitu and the WDG-1210 Insitu are designed 
to work in conjunction with the 1200/1210 Remote Calibration Gas 
Unit. 

NOTE



NOTE
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optional signal Connections

The following signal outputs may be connected:

• Current Loop

• Calibration in Progress relay

• RS485 Serial Communications

• Alarms relay

• System OK relay

Normal (for normally open N/O and normally closed N/C) is defined 
as the analyzer in measurement mode (not in calibration or mainte-
nance) indicating no faults or alarms.

plug plate Connector designation - WdG-1200 Insitu

1

2

3

pluG platE ConnECtor dEsIGnatIons (view from underside of probe)
1. Mains Power Inlet
2. 8-way link to Automatic Gas Calibration Control Unit (option)
3. 19-way Customer Outputs

NOTE
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plug plate Connector designation - WdG-1210 Insitu

pluG platE ConnECtor dEsIGnatIons (view from underside of probe)
1. Power Supply
2. Connections to Automatic Gas Calibration Control Unit (option)
3. Customer I/O
4. Power Supply connection to measurement probe
5. Signal Connections from measurement probe (cell, thermocouple, heater)

Ensure dust covers are fitted to any unused connectors.  The covers 
are designed to protect the analyzer from dust and water ingress.  All 
external terminals must be fitted with either a mating plug or have a 
dust cover fitted in order for the instruments to maintain IP65/NEMA 
4 weatherproof rating.

NOTE
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system Cables

The power supply must be isolated before any electrical connections 
are made.

recommendations for laying Cable

• Mains and signal cables should be laid separately.  If cable crossings cannot
be avoided they should be made at an angle of 90°.

• Do not lay cable on hot surfaces or allow cable to come in contact with hot
areas in the plant. If there is any danger of physical damage, the cables must
be suitably protected.

Cable preparation

Check the mains power supply cable specification for mains power supply volt-
age and capacity (see below for full specification).

Setting the supply voltage in the system units

Isolate the equipment power supply before beginning adjustment.

The PROBE CONTROLLER mains power supply voltage used is 
auto-switching for 100 to 240VAC, 50/60Hz.  No adjustment is 
necessary. The REMOTE CAL UNIT mains power supply must be 
selected - refer to the RCU user manual.

Grounding

The analyzer must be grounded.  Ground continuity must be checked before the 
unit is switched on for the first time. 
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Cable recommendations - WdG-1200 Insitu

WdG-1200 Insitu Cable recommendations

ref. description Max. o.d. 
mm

no. of 
Cores

Core 
size mm2

Core size 
strands/dia

Core 
size awg shielded

1 Mains Supply 11 3 0.5 16/0.2 22 No
2 Calibration 13 6 0.2 7/0.2 24 Yes
3 Outputs/Relays 15 17 0.2 7/0.2 24 Yes

1

2

3

Cables 1 and 3 are supplied with the analyzer.  Cable 2 is supplied with the re-
mote calibration unit.

Cable recommendations - WdG-1210 Insitu

WdG-1210 Insitu Cable recommendations

ref. description Max. o.d. 
mm

no. of 
Cores

Core 
size mm2

Core size 
strands/dia

Core 
size awg shielded

1 Mains Supply 11 3 0.5 24/0.2 18 No
2 Calibration 13 6 0.2 7/0.2 24 Yes
3 Outputs/Relays 15 17 0.2 7/0.2 24 Yes
4 Probe Power 11 3 0.8 24/0.2 18 Yes
5 Interconnect 13 6 0.5 16/0.2 22 Yes

Cables 1, 3, 4 and 5 are supplied with the analyzer.  Cable 2 is supplied with the 
remote calibration unit.
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pin designations - 1200/1210 Insitu

the following is a list of pin designations for Connectors 1, 2, and 3. 

Connector ref. Insert arrangements pin Function Wire Color
option 1          option 2

1.Mains Power Ground Green/Yel-
low

Green/Yel-
low

1 Line Black1 Orange

2 Neutral Black2 Black

3 not used none none

Connector ref. Insert arrangements pin Function Wire Color
2. Remote Calibration Unit

A

H

G
F

E
D

C
B

A Zero Gas Control Black
B Zero Gas Control Brown
C Span Gas Control Red

D Span Gas Control Orange
E Pressure Switch Input +ve Yellow
F Pressure Switch Input 0V Green
G Not Used
H Not Used
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Connector ref. Insert arrangements pin Function Wire Color 
(a)

Wire Color
(B)

3. Outputs/Relays

A B

C

D

E

FG
H

J
K

L

M
N

P

R

S

T
U

V

NOTE: 
Normal (for normally open N/O and normal-
ly closed N/C) is defined as the analyzer 
in measurement mode (not in calibration 
or maintenance) indicating no faults or 
alarms.

A Current Loop -ve Red/Blue White*
B Current Loop +ve Brown White **
C Calibration 

Trigger +ve
Red White***

D Calibration 
Trigger 0V

Orange White****

E RS485 Shield Green/Red Yellow*
F RS485 B (two 

wire half duplex)
Red/Brown Yellow**

G RS485 A (two 
wire half duplex)

White/Red Yellow***

H Ground (0V) Black Yellow****
J System OK 

Common
Yellow Green*

K System OK N/C Green Green**
L System OK N/O Blue Blue*
M Not Used N/A N/A
N Calibration/

Maintenance In 
Progress N/C

Violet Blue**

P Calibration/
Maintenance In 
Progress N/O

Gray Blue***

R Calibration In 
Progress 
Common

White Blue****

S Alarm Common Pink Red*
T Alarm N/O Turquoise Red**
U Alarm N/C Yellow/Red Red***
V Screen (at 

customer end)
Red****

Two alternative color codes (designated A and B above) are used on 
the WDG-1200 cables.  Be sure to use the correct code for the cable 
supplied with your analyzer.NOTE
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the following is a list of pin designations for Connectors 4 & 5 - WdG-1210 Insitu only. 

Connector ref. Insert arrangements pin description
probe
Con-
nect

Wire Color
option 1      option 2

4. Mains Supply Ground Earth/Ground 10 Yellow/
Green

Yellow/
Green

1 Heater Live/Line 7 Black1 Red
2 Heater Neutral/Return 8 Black2 Black
3
-

Not Used
Shield

9
11

  -   -

Connector ref. Insert arrangements pin description
probe 
Con-
nect

Wire Color

5. Interconnect A
B

Cell +ve
Cell -ve

1
2

Black
Brown

C
D

Thermocouple +ve
Thermocouple -ve

3
4

Red
Orange

E
F

Cold Junction +ve
Cold Junction -ve

5
6

Yellow
Green

G
H

Not Connected
Not Used

-
-

- Shield 11
Insert arrangements are viewed from the inside of the socket as detailed below.

11
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probe Connections - WdG-1210 Insitu only

Make the connections ensuring the cables are routed correctly as shown in Figure 
3-8.

KEY

1. Cell +ve

2. Cell -ve

3.  Thermocouple +ve

4.  Thermocouple -ve

5. Cold junction +ve

6. Cold junction -ve

7.  Heater Live/Line

8.  Heater Neutral/Return

9. Not Used

10. Earth/Ground

11. Ground Stud

Figure 3-8. probe Electrical Connections.
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Grounding

External grounding points are provided.  These should be connected to local 
ground.  Correct grounding is essential for compliance with EMC regulations.

Ground Point

Ground Point

Calibration Gas Port

Ground Point

Ground Point
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assembly of Connector plugs

The pin designation of each connector is repeated on each individual 
plug.

In most cases, complete cable assemblies are supplied with the analyzer.  If cus-
tom cables must be assembled, it will be necessary to terminate the cables using 
the following procedure:

1234567 3

pluG ConnECtor assEMBlY KEY
1. Cable
2. Cable clamp unit
3. Metal washer x2
4. Black rubber washer (segmented for adjustment)
5. Connector backshell
6. Plug pins
7. Pin/socket  receptacle and connector

Crimped Connector assembly procedure

1. Remove approximately 15mm /0.6” of the cable outer cover, exposing the
inner cores.

2. Thread the exposed cores through the cable clamp.

3. Thread the exposed cores through the washer assembly, leaving sufficient length
exposed to connect to the crimping pins.  You can adjust the size of the rubber
washer by tearing out the inner segments.

4. Crimp the pins around the exposed wire using a suitable crimp tool (Souriau
Y14MTV).  It is important to use the correct crimping tool.

NOTE





5. Push the pins into the correct slots (7). They will snap into place when posi-
tioned correctly (pull & tug to check).  Fit pins to all slots, regardless of
cable connections made.

Follow the ‘Pin Designations’ correctly.

1234567 3

6. Screw the pin/socket receptacle and connector (7) into the cable housing
(5). Pull any slack cable through.

7. Push the two washer systems ( 3 and 4) inside the connector backshell (5) to
secure the cores.

8. Ensure that the clamp (2) is screwed finger-tight into the cable housing (5).

9. Secure the clamp (2)  on the cable (1) using the two adjustment screws.

10. The plug is now fully assembled.

Ensure the barbs on the plug pins are fitted correctly and ‘snapped’ into 
position (pull to check).

NOTE



NOTE
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Mains power supply plug

Ensure there is sufficient clearance to enable connection and disconnec-
tion of the mains connector.

Mains Connector assembly procedure

1. Remove approximately 15mm / 0.6” of the cable’s outer cover to expose the
inner cores.

2. Thread the exposed cores through the cable clamp.

3. Select the correct rubber sealing washer for the cable diameter and thread the
cable through the washer.

4. Thread the cable through the connector body.

5. Connect the individual cores to the screw terminals.

6. Screw the parts of the connector together to ensure that the rubber sealing
washer fits snugly around the cable.

Fitting of plug Connectors

Do not push or force the plugs onto the connectors. This may result in permanent 
damage.

The plugs will only fit the connectors in one orientation.

Special lugs on both the plugs and connector should help alignment. The plugs 
should attach firmly and secure by twisting the ring.

The protective earth conductor terminal on the mains connector must 
be properly terminated for operator safety.  Continuity of the protec-
tive earth conductor MUST be checked before the unit is switched on 
for the first time.

NOTE



NOTE



NOTE
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pre-operational Checks - Final Checks

Check that a blanking plug has been securely fitted to the calibration gas con-
nector on the probe.

If the blanking plug is not fitted, air leaking into the probe via the 
connector can cause measurement errors.  In a pressurised flue,  
gases venting to atmosphere through the connector could cause cor-
rosion of the test gas tube.  In a negative pressure flue, air leakage 
can cause high O2 reading errors. 

NOTE
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User Interface and calIbratIon

control Panel

• Menus	are	displayed	in	a	4-character	format.

• The	oxygen	concentration	is	displayed	in	four-digit	floating	decimal	point
format.

Fault	data:		In	addition	to	gas	readings	and	system	configuration,	comprehensive	
diagnostics	information	can	be	accessed	in	the	event	of	system	malfunction.

A

C

F E D

B

figure 4-1.    control Panel
A Mode Key Used to move through the menu options.

B Return Key Used to enter values and select options.

C Up/Down Keys Used to select values ready to enter.

D Heater OK This indicator flashes when the heater is functioning corrrectly.

E System OK Indicates the analyzer is functioning correctly.

F System Fault Lights to indicate any fault condition detected by the system.  Exact fault is 
determined by diagnosing the fault menu.
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abbreviations Used on the control Panel

ALAR Alarm

AO Analog output

AUTO Automatic calibration

BASE Analog Output 0-20 4-20mA etc.

CAL Calibration

CEL EMF of cell

CELT Temperature of cell

CJC Cold junction compensation temperature

CONF Configuration

CTI Cal time interval

DIAG Diagnostics

DPNG Damping

F Faults

PRAD Probe address

PRTY Probe type

RES Resistance test

SCAL Manual calibration

SETL Calibration settling time

SGAS Span gas calibration

SYST System configuration

TRAC Analog track or hold during calibration

TTNC Time to next calibration

ZGAS Zero gas concentration
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Using the Probe for the first time

Before	turning	on	the	power	supply	to	the	probe,	check	the	following:

• Ensure	that	a	blanking	plug	has	been	fitted	to	the	calibration	gas	connector	on
the	probe.	Air	can	enter	the	probe	through	this	connector	and	cause	high	O2
readings.	In	a	pressurized	flue,	gases	venting	to	atmosphere	can	cause	corro-
sion	of	the	test	gas	tube.

• Ensure	installation	has	been	completed	including	any	optional	equipment,	for
example,	a	remote	calibration	unit.

• Check	that	all	of	the	connections	have	been	completed.

Warm Up Procedure

1. After	a	short	period	 the	Heater OK	LED	will	begin	 to	flash,	 indicating	 the
heater	is	operating.

2. Until	 the	probe	has	reached	working	temperature	the	probe	will	default	 to	a
reading	of	20.90.

3. The	System OK	LED	will	light	when	the	probe	has	reached	working	tempera-
ture,	this	usually	takes	about	20	minutes.

System Fault LED
(Red if fault occurs)

System OK LED
(Green) Heater OK LED

(Flashes Green)

figure 4-2.
system leds.
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operational structure

The	operational	structure	can	be	described	as	a	Menu Spine	that	allows	access	to	
five	other	menus.	Before you can access the Menu Spine, you must enter a pass-
word and set the maintenance relay.	Scroll	through	the	Menu Spine	by	pressing	
F1	to	display	the	five	available	menus:

	 Calibration   Diagnostics
 Alarms   System Configuration
 Analog Outputs

Each	of	these	menus	is	accessed	by	pressing	Enter	when	it	is	displayed	on	the	
Menu Spine.	Each	of	the	main	menus	allows	access	to	a	sub-menu	with	options.		

Password

The	password	may	consist	of	up	to	four	digits	ranging	from	0	to	9999.	Enter	the	
correct	password	to	change	any	of	the	analyzer	settings.	Without	a	password,	
analyzer	settings	can	only	be	viewed	and	not	altered	or	stored.

Maintenance relay option

The	maintenance	relay	option	must	be	set	to	YES	to	activate	or	NO	to	deactivate	
it,	and	then	entered	before	the	Menu Spine	can	be	viewed.	Set	the	maintenance	
relay	by	pressing	the	UP	and	DOWN	keys	accordingly.	The	maintenance	relay	is	
provided	as	an	indication	to	an	external	acquisition	system	that	the	measurements	
may	not	be	valid.	If	no	key	is	pressed	for	approximately	five	minutes	it	will	auto-
matically	deactivate.

Password
OPTIONS

Enter password

RANGE
0 to 9999

DEFAULT
417.0

The password screen is accessible from the O2 display by pressing 
f1.  enter a password using the UP and doWn keys to select a 
value and then pressing enter.

Maintenance relay

OPTIONS
[YES][NO]

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NO

The maintenance relay is activated to indicate that valid readings are 
not available from the analyzer. This can be done manually by select-
ing Yes to activate the relay or no to deactivate the relay.  Once 
activated the two extreme decimal points on the display will flash.
Press enter to continue.
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Probe display settings

operational structure diagram

analoG oUtPUts MenU

Display	 Action
Zero Value
span Value
damping Value
base Value
track Y/N

dIaGnostIcs MenU

Display	 Action
fault list Display
eMf of cell Display
Cell temperature Display
Cold junction temp. Display
resistance test Display

sYsteM MenU

Display	 Action
Probe type Value
baud Value
negative reading Y/N
Probe address Value
rev no. Display

alarM MenU

Display	 Action
Alarm Value

calIbratIon MenU

Display	 Action	 Display	 Action
configuration Menu auto cal. Y/N
Span gas conc. Value 
Zero gas conc. Value Manual cal. Menu
Cal time interval Value Zero Value
Time to next cal Value Span Value
Cal settling time Value 

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

O2	Display

Password

Yes/No

Calibration	Menu

Alarms	Menu

Analog	Output	Menu

Diagnostics	Menu

System	Configuration	Menu

▼

▼

▼

▼
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calibration screens

calibration Menu 

Ensure	that	installation	of	the	analyzer	is	complete	(see	installation	manual)	and	
that	the	SYSTEM	parameters	have	been	set.		If	the	analyzer	is	in	maintenance	
mode	the	two	outer	decimal	points	displayed	will	flash;	during	calibration,	all	
four	will	flash.

The	following	information	is	required:

• Span	gas	concentration
• Zero	gas	concentration
If	the	automatic	calibration	option	is	selected,	the	following	settings	are	also	
needed:

• Time	until	first	calibration
• Time	necessary	for	the	calibration	gas	flow	to	stabilize
• Time	interval	between	calibrations

▼

▼ ▼ Display Action

CONFIGURATION Sub-menu
Span gas conc.  Enter value
Zero gas conc.  Enter value
Cal time interval Enter value
Time to next cal Enter value
Cal settling time Enter value

▼

▼ Display Action

AUTO CAL. Enter or F1

▼

▼ Display Action

MANUAL CAL.
Zero Enter or F1
Span Enter or F1
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All	the	options	necessary	to	calibrate	the	analyzer	can	be	accessed	using	the	Cali-
bration	menu.	The	Calibration	menu	consists	of	three	sub-menus:

• Configuration
• Automatic Calibration
• Manual Calibration.		

To	access	these	menus,	from	the	Calibration	menu,	press	Enter.	Use	the	F1	key	
to	scroll	through	the	menus.	Each	option	within	the	sub-menu	is	set	by	pressing	
Enter,	selecting	the	appropriate	value	using	the	UP	and	DOWN	keys,	and	press-
ing	Enter	again.	The	value	is	set	and	the	display	will	scroll	on	to	the	next	option.
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Span gas concentration (CAL↵COnF↵SgAS)

To set the concentration of the gas used to calibrate 
the span of the analyzer: 
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again. 
Use a concentration of 20.9% O2.

OPTIONS
Set concentration of span 
calibration gas

RANGE
5 to 25 % O2

DEFAULT
20.90 % O2

Zero gas concentration (CAL↵COnF↵ZgAS)

To set the concentration of the zero calibration gas:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again. 
do not use a concentration of 0% o2 in n2. 
It is not possible to calibrate on 0% oxygen, therefore 
the recommended minimum concentration is 0.1% O2 
in N2.

OPTIONS
Set concentration of zero 
calibration gas

RANGE
0.1 to 18 % O2 in nitrogen

DEFAULT
1 % O2 in nitrogen

Calibration time interval (CAL↵COnF↵Cti)

To set the time between calibrations:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.
e.g.,  24hrs = daily calibration

OPTIONS
Set calibration time interval

RANGE
9999 to 0 hours

DEFAULT
0 hours

Time to next calibration (CAL↵COnF↵ttnC)

To set the time the analyzer will wait until the first cali-
bration is performed:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

e.g., 120 mins =  two hours time

OPTIONS
Set time to next calibration

RANGE
0 to 9999 mins

DEFAULT
0 mins (OFF)
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Calibration settling time (CAL↵COnF↵SEtL)

The period required for the calibration gas to stabilize is 
normally two minutes. If using long lengths of piping the 
time may need to be extended. To enter the settling time:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
Set time for calibration read-
ings to settle

RANGE
30 to 1600 sec

DEFAULT
120 sec

Automatic calibration (CAL↵AutO)

To perform an automatic calibration press enter. The 
analyzer will perform the calibration and then return to 
the O2 display.

OPTIONS
Perform automatic calibration

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Zero calibrati/on (CAL↵SCAL↵ZEro)

A zero calibration is performed manually by pressing 
enter. If the reading shown is inaccurate, press enter 
again. If the reading is accurate, the zero calibration 
can be bypassed by pressing f1.

OPTIONS
Perform zero calibration

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Manual span calibration (CAL↵SCAL↵SPAn)

A span calibration is performed manually by pressing 
enter. If the reading shown is inaccurate press enter 
again. If the reading is accurate, the span calibration 
can be bypassed by pressing f1.

OPTIONS
Perform span calibration

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE
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alarm screen

alarm Menu

 ▼  
Display  Action

ALARM  enter value

The alarm sub-menu has only one option. Access this menu by pressing enter from the alarm 
display.  The option is set by selecting a value using the  UP and  doWn keys and pressing 
enter again.

alarm setting (alar)

                 

OPTIONS
Set the alarm

RANGE
0 to 25 % O2

DEFAULT
1.00

If an alarm is set, the alarm relay will be activated as the analyzer measures the selected oxy-
gen concentration value or above. The relay will remain activated until the analyzer measure-
ment falls below the selected value.
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analog outputs screens

▼

▼ Display	 Action

ZERO enter Value

▼

▼ Display	 Action

SPAN Enter Value

▼

▼ Display Action

DAMPING           Enter value

▼

▼ Display Action

BASE  Enter value

▼ Display Action

TRACK Y/N

analog outputs Menu 

All	the	options	necessary	to	set	analyzer	outputs	can	be	accessed	using	the	Analog 
Outputs	menu.	The	Analog Outputs	menu	consists	of	five	sub-menus:	
• Zero
• Span
• Damping
• Base
• Track

These	sub-menus	are	accessed	by	pressing	Enter	from	the	Analog Outputs	dis-
play.	To	scroll	through	the	menu,	use	F1.		To	set	option	within	the	sub-menu	is	set	
by	pressing	Enter,	selecting	the	appropriate	value	using	the	UP	and	DOWN	keys	
and	pressing	Enter	again.		The	value	will	be	set	and	the	display	will	scroll	to	the	
next	option.
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Zero setting (AO↵ZEro)

To set the minimum O2 concentration of the analog output 
range: 
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
Set zero reading output

RANGE
0 to 20 %

DEFAULT
0 %

Analog outputs span setting (AO↵SPAn)

To set the maximum O2 concentration of the analog output 
range:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
Set span reading output

RANGE
1 % to 25 %

DEFAULT
20.90 %

Analog outputs damping setting (AO↵dPng)

To apply a smoothing facility for the output to stabilize the 
reading under noisy signal conditions:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
Setting the damping rate

RANGE
0 to 999.0 sec

DEFAULT
10.00 sec

Base setting (AO↵bASE)

The output range required will determine the base selected.  
Ranging from 0-10mA to 4-20mA. To make a selection:
Press enter
Select the preferred option using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
[0-10][2-10][4-10]
[0-20][2-20][4-20]

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
4-20

Outputs track setting (AO↵trAc)
The analog output can be set to “track” the O2 levels or 
“hold” the last reading during calibration. To set track or hold:
Press enter
Select Yes (track) or no (hold) using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.
.

OPTIONS
[NO][YES]

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NO
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diagnostics screens

diagnostics Menu

The	Diagnostics	menu	consists	of	three	sub-menus:	

• Faults
• Cell	status
• Resistance	test.

To	access	these	menus,	from	the	Diagnostics	display,	press	Enter.	To	scroll	
through	the	menu,	press	F1.		Each	option	within	the	sub-menu	can	be	viewed	by	
pressing	Enter.

▼

▼
▼ Display Action

FAULT LIST Display

▼

▼ Display       Action

EMF OF CELL        Display

Cell temperature Display

Cold junction temp.            Display

▼ Display              Action

RESISTANCE TEST Display
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Fault list (diAg)

To display the fault list, press enter when the diagnos-
tics screen is on view. Each fault is represented by a 
particular number and can be identified using the Fault	
Table	in	Chapter	5. Multiple faults can be displayed by 
adding the fault numbers together. The fault status is 
transmitted along the Modbus.

OPTIONS
View faults

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Cell EMF (diAg↵CEL)

Press enter to display the raw signal from the cell 
which is measured in mV.  

OPTIONS
Display cell EMF

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Cell temperature (diAg↵CEL↵CELt)

Press enter to display the temperature of the cell.  It is 
the actual temperature of the cell measured indepen-
dently of the heater.

OPTIONS
Display cell temperature

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Cold junction temperature (diAg↵CEL↵CJC)

Press enter to display the temperature at the cold 
junction of the thermocouple.

OPTIONS
Display cold junction temperature

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE

Cell resistance (diAg↵rES)

The cell resistance gives some indication of the cell 
condition. Values up to 1000 Ohms are normal. Often 
high values are caused by poor continuity of the contacts 
at the cell. This can be remedied by cleaning. If this does 
not improve, then it may indicate that a cell change will be 
needed soon. The cell resistance measurement cannot 
function at oxygen concentrations above 15% O2. 

OPTIONS
Display cell resistance

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE
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system configuration screens

system configuration Menu

All	the	options	necessary	to	configure	the	analyzer	are	accessed	using	the	System 
Configuration	menu.		The	System Configuration	menu	consists	of	five	sub-
menus:	
• Probe	type
• Baud	setting
• Negative	readings
• Probe	address
• Revision	number.

These	sub-menus	are	accessed	by	pressing	Enter	from	the	System Configura-
tion	display.	Scroll	through	the	menus	pressing	F1.		Each	option	within	the	
sub-menu	can	be	set	by	pressing	Enter,	selecting	the	appropriate	value	using	the	
UP	and	DOWN	keys	and	pressing	Enter	again.		The	value	will	be	set	and	the	
display	scrolls	on	to	the	next	option.

▼

▼

▼ Display Action

Probe type. Enter value

▼

▼ Display Action

Baud Enter value

▼

▼ Display Action

Negative reading Y/N

▼

▼ Display       Action

Probe address       Enter value

▼ Display      Action

Rev No.      Display
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Probe type (SySt↵Prty)

To select the probe type:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.
NOTE: The default setting corresponds to the Model 
1200/1210 probe. Do not change this setting.

OPTIONS
Set probe type

RANGE
673 to 1172

DEFAULT
1023

Baud setting (SySt↵bAud)

To set the communications speed:
Press enter
Select one of the 4 options using the UP and doWn 
keys 
Press enter again.
NOTE: 96np is 9600 baud with no parity bit.

OPTIONS
[1200][4800][96np][9600]

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
9600

Negative values (SySt↵nEg)

Negative values are not normally displayed but are 
sometimes required for diagnostic purposes. The sys-
tem can be set to display negative values by press-
ing enter, selecting Yes using the UP key, and then 
pressing enter again. Selecting no using the  doWn 
key returns the display to normal.

OPTIONS
[NO][YES]

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NO

Probe address (SySt↵PrAd)

To set the probe address for the Modbus protocol:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

OPTIONS
Set probe address

RANGE
0 to 255

DEFAULT
11

Revision number of software (SySt↵rXXX)

The software revision number used in the analyzer 
can be displayed by pressing enter.  Example shown 
is release 1.04.

OPTIONS
Display software revision number

RANGE
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFAULT
NOT APPLICABLE
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output setup

system outputs

The	current	loop	output	can	provide	one	of	two	output	functions:

Track	 Measurement	output	is	tracked	during	normal	reading	and	calibration	
operations.

Hold	 	Measurement	output	is	held	at	the	last	reading	prior	to	calibration,	and	
resumes	after	the	final	calibration	settling	period.

Output Held

Setting Time

ACTIVATED

ACTIVATED

ACTIVATED

DEACTIVATED

DEACTIVATED

DEACTIVATED

Analog Outputs Set to ‘HOLD’
(’NO’ selected)

Analog Outputs Set to ‘TRACK’
(’YES’ selected)

Span Level

Zero Level

Calibration in Progress Relay 
During Automatic Calibration

Calibration in Progress Relay 
During Span Calibration

Calibration in Progress Relay 
During Zero Calibration
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analog outputs Menu 

To	set	the	analog	outputs,	you	must	enter	the	password,	set	the	maintenance	relay,	
and	select	the	Analog Outputs	menu.

From menu spine

▼

▼

▼

▼ Display  Action

ZERO  Enter value

▼

▼ Display  Action

SPAN  Enter value

▼

▼ Display  Action

DAMPING Enter value

▼

▼ Display  Action

BASE  Enter value

▼ Display  Action

TRACK  Y/N
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analog output settings

All	the	options	necessary	to	set	the	analyzer	outputs	can	be	accessed	using	the	
Analog Outputs	menu.	The	Analog Outputs	menu	consists	of	five	sub-menus:	
•	 Zero
•		 Span
•		 Damping
•		 Base
•		 Track.	
To	access	these	sub-menus,	from	the	Analog Outputs	display,	press	Enter.	To	
scroll	through	the	menu,	press	F1.		Each	option	within	the	sub-menu	is	set	by	
pressing	Enter,	selecting	the	appropriate	value	using	the	UP	and	DOWN	keys,	
and	pressing	Enter	again.		The	value	will	be	set	and	the	display	scrolls	on	to	the	
next	option.

Zero reading

This is the reading to be output when the analyzer measures at the zero cali-
brated value. To set the reading:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

span reading

This is the reading to be output when the analyzer measures at the span cali-
brated value. To set the reading:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

damping

This is a smoothing facility for the output to stabilize the reading under noisy 
signal conditions. To apply the setting:
Press enter
Select a value using the UP and doWn keys 
Press enter again.

base

The output range required determines the base selected. Make a selection 
ranging from 0-10 mA to 4-20 mA by pressing enter, selecting the preferred 
option using the UP and  doWn keys, and pressing enter again.
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track setting

The analog output may be set to track the O2 levels or hold the last reading 
during calibration. This is set by pressing enter, selecting Yes to track or no 
to hold using the UP and  doWn keys, and then pressing enter again.
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Modbus Interface

serial data bus configuration

The	serial	data	bus	can	be	set	to	any	of	the	following	four	configurations:

code baud rate Parity stop bits

1200 1200 Even 1

4800 4800 Even 1
9600 9600 Even 1
96nP 9600 None 1

Data	format:	 Modbus	RTU

The	default	setting	is	1200.		To	chnage	the	serial	data	setting:

Press	F1.		Use	the	up	arrow	until	the	display	reads	417	and	press	Enter.	
Press	Enter	again	and	F1	four	times	until	the	display	shows:		SYSt.	
Press	Enter	and	F1	until	the	display	shows:	bAud.	
Press	Enter	and	use	the	up	and	down	arrows	to	change	the	baud	code.	
When	correct,	press	and	hold	Enter	until	the	display	flashes.	
Proceed	to	next	section.

slave address and floating Point format

The	default	slave	address	is	11.		To	change	the	slave	address,	first	set	the	baud	
rate	as	in	previous	section,	then:

Press	F1.		The	display	shows:	PrAd.	
Press	enter	and	use	the	up	and	down	arrows	to	change	the	slave	address.	
When	correct,	press	and	hold	Enter	until	the	display	flashes.	
Press	F1	twice	to	return	to	the	normal	display.

function codes supported

03	 Read	multiple	register	
06	 Pre-set	single	register

exception codes

01	 Illegal	function	
02	 Illegal	address	
03	 Illegal	data	value					(Write	request	to	a	read-only	customer)
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register numbers

This	manual	uses	Register	Numbers	as	defined	in	the	Modbus	specifications.		
The	first	register	number	is	1.		Modbus	packets	contain	Register	offsets	which	
are	one	less	than	register	Numbers	and	start	at	offset	0.

data types

Integer	variable		 Single	register.

registers numbers for Instrument readings (integer value)

address Variable scaling
23 O2 Reading 1000
27 Cell Temperature (oC) 10

command register

address Variable scaling
30 Status and Calibration Start 1

To	start	the	calibration	sequence,	write	the	value	1	to	register	30.

Maintenance status register

address Variable scaling
19 Maintenance State 1

The	value	of	Register	19	is	1	when	the	Maintenance	Relay	is	on;		otherwise	it	is	
0.
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Modbus rs485 Interface

Figure 4-3.
RS485 Bus topology.

Figure 4-4.
Two -wire RS485 connection.
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full register list

nonvolatile (saved on power down)
register Variable scaling

1 Password 1
2 Cal Span Gas 100
3 Cal Zero Gas 100
4 Cal Time Interval 1
5 Settling Time 20
6 Alarm Limit 1000
7 Probe Address 1
8 Analog O/P Zero 100
9 Analog O/P Span 100
10 Analog O/P Damping 1
11 Analog O/P Base 1
12 Probe Type 10
13 Baud Rate 1
14 Zero Coefficient 1
15 Span Coefficient 1
16 Cell Temperature 10
17 Display negative values 1
18 Track During Cal 1
19 Maintenance State 1
20 Time to Next Cal 1
21 Calibration Timer Hours 1
22 Calibration Timer Mins 1

Volatile (lost on power down)
address Variable scaling

23 O2 Reading 1000
24 Not Used 1
25 Cell resistance (Ω) 1
26 Cell signal (mV) 65
27 Cell Temperature (oC) 10
28 Cold junction sensor (mV) 10
29 Op Password 1
30 Status and Calibration Start 1
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The	‘Status	and	Calibration	Start’	register	20	is	used	both	to	trigger	a	calibration	
and	to	monitor	the	instrument	status.		The	meaning	of	each	bit	is	as	shown	in	the	
table	below:

bit Meaning

0 (LSB)
Start Calibration. 
Write “1” to start calibration

1 Zero Calibration acknowledged
2 Span Calibration acknowledged

3 to 9 Not used
10 Failed in Calibration
11 Cold Junction Error
12 Cell too hot
13 Zero Coefficient out of range
14 Span Calibration out of range

15 (MSB)
Temperature out of range 
(± 5 degrees)
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Zero and span calibration

Full	(zero	and	span)	calibration	may	be	carried	out	manually,	set	to	occur	auto-
matically	at	defined	time	intervals,	or	triggered	from	a	remote	device.		To	set	the	
calibration	options	you	must	enter	the	password,	set	the	maintenance	relay,	and	
select	the	Calibration	menu.

Configuration	of	calibration	parameters	must	be	completed	as	shown	overleaf	
before	full	calibration	is	carried	out.

The	following	information	is	required:
•	 Span	gas	concentration
•		 Zero	gas	concentration
•		 Time	until	first	calibration
•		 Time	necessary	for	the	calibration	gas	flow	to	stabilize
•		 Time	interval	between	calibrations

access to calibration Menu from Menu spine

oxygen concentration

▼
The oxygen concentration measured by the probe is displayed first 
and will take no longer than 20 minutes to stabilize after connect-
ing the power supply.

Password

▼

Access the password by pressing f1 from the O2 display, selecting 
the password using the  UP and  doWn keys, and then pressing 
enter again.

NOTE:	The	analyzer	password	is	417.0

Maintenance relay

▼

The maintenance relay can now be set by pressing the UP or  
doWn key to select Yes to activate the relay (the two outer deci-
mal points on the display will flash). Select no to deactivate the 
relay. 
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▼

▼

▼

Display   Action

Configuration Sub-menu

Span gas conc.  Enter value

Zero gas conc.  Enter value

Cal time interval  Enter value

Time to next cal  Enter value

Cal settling time  Enter value

▼

▼

Display		 Action
aUto cal. enter or F1

▼

Display		 		Action
ManUal cal   Sub-menu
Zero    enter or F1  
Span    enter or F1
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configuration

The	five	options	available	within	the	Configuration	sub-menu	are	accessed	by	
pressing	Enter	from	the	Configuration	display.	Each	option	is	set	by	pressing	
Enter,	selecting	an	appropriate	value	using	the	UP	and	DOWN	keys,	and	press-
ing	Enter	again.

configuration sub-Menu

▼ You must set the five sub-menu options in order for the analyzer to perform 
zero and span calibrations. These options configure the analyzer for span 
and zero calibration gas concentrations, calibration intervals, timing of cali-
bration intervals, and time allowed for readings to settle during calibration.

span calibration Gas concentration

▼ The recommended span calibration gas concentration is 20.9% O2.

Zero calibration Gas concentration

▼ The recommended zero calibration gas concentration is 1% O2 in nitrogen.

calibration time Interval

▼
Automatic zero and span calibrations can be set to occur at selected inter-
vals up to 9999 minutes.

NOTE

 If set to 0, automatic calibration will not be performed.

time to next calibration

▼ The analyzer waits a specified time period before the first calibration is per-
formed. The time period specified begins once enter is pressed and the time 
remaining is displayed.

settling time

▼
This is the time period required for the calibration gas to stabilize. It is 
normally 120 seconds. If you are using long lengths of tubing, this time 
period may need to be extended.
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automatic calibration

The	Automatic Calibration	sub-menu	has	only	one	option.	Access	this	option	
by	pressing	Enter	from	the	Auto Calibration	display.	The	Auto Calibration	
option	is	selected	by	pressing	Enter,	selecting	YES	using	the	UP	key	and	press-
ing	Enter	again.	

 

▼

automatic calibration sub-Menu

If selected, the analyzer will perform a zero calibration first and then a span 
calibration. The calibration gases will be allowed to flow automatically from the 
calibration gas unit. To bypass this option, press f1.

Check that the zero and span gases are turned on and regulated at 10 
PSI (0.7 bar) nominal at the gas bottles.

remote triggering

Analyzer calibration can be triggered remotely from the plant control system.  
When triggered, the automatic calibration sequence will begin and calibration 
gas will be pumped automatically from the remote calibration unit.

NOTE: Check to ensure the serial port is wired correctly.

NOTE
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Manual calibration

The	Manual Calibration	sub-menu	has	two	options:	
•	 Zero
•	 Span	Calibration

	These	options	are	accessed	by	pressing	Enter	from	the	Manual Calibration	
display.		Both	options	are	initiated	by	connecting	the	appropriate	calibration	gas,	
pressing	Enter,	waiting	for	the	reading	to	settle,	and	then	pressing	Enter	to	con-
tinue,	or	pressing	F1	to	bypass	the	option.

To avoid possible errors which can be introduced by separate zero 
and span calibration, the zero and span MUST be calibrated to-
gether.

▼

Manual calibration

Zero and span calibration are performed manually from this sub-menu.		

Set all configuration options before performing calibrations.

▼

Zero calibration

Supply calibration gases to the probe using the calibration gas inlet at a steady 
flow of 1.4 l/min (3 ft3/hour) to 2.8 l/min. (6 ft3/hour), and then press enter. The 
reading displayed will need approximately 120 seconds to settle.

NOTE

 Recommended zero calibration gas concentration is 1% O2 in nitrogen.

▼

Zero calibration reading

Calibration is necessary if the reading displayed is incorrect (i.e., not equal to the 
zero calibration gas concentration). Calibration is performed by holding down  
enter for two seconds. The option can be bypassed by pressing f1.

NOTE



NOTE
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▼

span calibration

The span calibration reading is checked by connecting the calibration gas via 
the calibration gas inlet on the probe and pressing enter. The reading displayed 
will need approximately 120 seconds to settle.

NOTE

 Recommended span calibration gas concentration is 20.90% O2 (i.e., ambient air).

▼

span calibration reading

Calibration is necessary if the reading displayed is incorrect (i.e. not equal to the 
span calibration gas concentration). It is performed by holding enter for two sec-
onds. If the reading displayed is correct, the option can be bypassed by press-
ing f1.
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maintenance and troubleshooting

The operations in this chapter should be performed only by qualified 
service personnel with knowledge of electrical safety techniques. There 
are no operator-serviceable components inside the WDG-1200/1210 
Insitu probe. Never service the probe unless power has been removed 
from the probe and it has been allowed to cool for one hour.

identifying Faults

Faults are always indicated by the illumination of the System Fault LED and the 
activation of the fault relay. Fault status will also be transmitted along the Modbus.

Most faults can be found on the Fault menu; specific problems may be referred to 
any of the Thermox sales/service offices for technical advice or assistance.

Always quote the analyzer type and serial number when requesting 
technical assistance.

NOTE
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System Fault LED
(red)

The fault sub-menu is accessed through the Diagnostics menu on the Menu Spine.  
If a fault occurs, a fault identification number is displayed. This identification number 
refers to possible faults on the Fault Identification Table (Table 1).  If no fault has 
been identified by the analyzer, then a zero (0.00) will be displayed.

From menu spine

Display	Action

FAult	list						Display
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Fault identification numbers

Each fault is identified by a specific number as follows:

(a) Heater	temperature	out	of	the	control	band	(±5°C) 00.02
(b) span	coefficient	out	of	range 00.10
(c) Zero	coefficient	out	of	range 3.00
(d) thermocouple	fault	and	heater	above	maximum	limit 40.00
(e) Cold	junction	temperature	fault 600.0
(f) Failed	in	calibration 7000

The Fault Identification Number may represent a multiple fault, in which case the 
individual identification numbers are added together.  Use the table below as a quick 
reference for faults listed above.

identification	
Number

Fault identification	
Number

Fault

00.02 a 600.0 e
00.10 b 600.1 b+e
00.12 a+b 603.0 c+e
03.00 c 603.1 b+c+e
03.02 a+c 640.0 d+e
03.10 a+b 640.1 b+d+e
03.12 a+b+c 643.0 c+d+e
40.00 d 643.1 b+c+d+e
40.02 a+d 7000 f
40.10 b+d 7003 c+f
40.12 a+b+c 7040 d+f
43.00 c+d 7043 c+d+f
43.02 a+d+c 7600 e+f
43.10 b+c+d 7603 c+e+f
43.12 a+b+c+d 7643 c+d+e+f

Table 1.  Fault Identification Table

A guide to the cause of faults and actions to take, is listed in the next section.
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Fault description

Key to Elements column of each fault:

Probe Fault	is	related	to	probe
Wiring	 Fault	is	related	to	wiring	of	system
Mains Fault	is	related	to	mains	power	supply
ACu Fault	is	related	to	Remote	Calibration	unit

For all actions referring to the Remote Calibration Unit refer to the 
relevant operating manual.

(a) heater temperature out of control band 00.02.

The probe temperature has not increased/decreased or is too high during the warm 
up period.

cause element action

1.	Heater	not	connected. Probe Check	probe	wiring.

2.	Heater	fuse	blown. Probe Replace	heater	fuse	and	check	wiring.

3.	Heater	failed. Probe Replace	probe	heater.

4.	thermocouple	failure. Probe see	faults	under	Thermocouple fault and 
heater above maximum limit,	identification	
number	40.00.

5.	Cold	junction	sensor	
				failed.

Probe see	faults	under	Cold junction temperature fault,	
identification	number	600.0.

6.	signal	noise. Wiring Re-route	probe	signal	cable	away	from	power	
cables.

7.	Mains	voltage	low. Mains Obtain	suitable	analyzer	supply.

8.	Electronic	failure. Probe Contact	service	Engineer

NOTE
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(b) span coefficient out of range 00.10.

The calculated span coefficient from span calibration cycle is outside the expected 
value range.

cause element action

1.	 Poor	 wiring,	 contacts	
dirty.

Wiring Check	wiring	and	clean	contacts.

2.	 span	 gas	 concentration	
not	entered	correctly.

Probe Check	calibration	configuration	settings.

3.	 span	 gas	 not	 flowing	
during	span	calibration.

ACu Check	gas	pipework	and	valves.
Check	wiring	of	auto	calibration	valves.

4.	 sensor	deterioration. Probe Ensure	correct	calibration	procedure	is	
followed.

5.	 -ve	span	Gas	Coefficient Probe
ACu

Replace	sensor.
Check	for	correct	calibration	gas	&	
perform	calibration.

(c) Zero coefficient out of range 03.00.

The calculated zero coefficient from a zero calibration cycle is outside the expected 
value range.

cause element action

1.	 sensor	poor	connection. Probe Check	probe	wiring	and	connections.

2.	 Zero	 gas	 concentration	 not	
entered	correctly.

Probe Check	calibration,	menu	settings.

3.	 Zero	 gas	 not	 flowing	 during	
calibration.

ACu
Probe

Check	gas	pipework	and	valves.
Check	wiring	at	auto	calibration	valves.

4.	 sensor	deterioration. Probe Ensure	correct	calibration	procedure	
is	used.
Replace	sensor.
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(d) thermocouple fault and heater above maximum limit 40.00.

The analyzer is measuring an unexpected voltage from the probe thermocouple.

cause element action
1.	thermocouple	open	circuit. Probe Check	probe	wiring.

2.	thermocouple	wired	in	reverse	polarity. Wiring Check	connections.
3.	thermocouple	failed	(very	unlikely	event). Probe Replace	heater	-	

thermocouple	assembly.

(e) cold junction temperature fault 600.0.

The analyzer is reading an unexpected voltage from starting, or correctly complet-
ing, an auto calibration cycle.

cause element action
1.	 sensor	not	connected	or	

incorrectly	wired.
Probe Check	probe	wiring.

2.	 Probe	cold	junction	
temperature	too	high.

Probe Re-site	probe	or	cool	connection	box.

3.	 sensor	failed. Probe Replace	sensor	diode.

(f) Failed in calibration 7000.

A fault on the system has prevented the analyzer from starting, or correctly complet-
ing, an automatic calibration.

cause element action
1.	 Zero	gas	pressure	not	

detected.
ACu Ensure	zero	cal	gas	is	connected	and	

turned	on.
2.	 Any	previous	fault see	appropriate	fault	section.
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bench testing

When the fault has been resolved, the probe should be bench-tested before fitting 
it back into the flue.

1. Allow the probe to operate in air for about 20 minutes in order to achieve tem-
perature stability.

2. Periodically check the cell EMF reading after the initial stabilizing time has 
expired.

3. The reading should settle at the cell constant of typically 0V ±2mV for a new cell.

4. When the cell attains its constant (typically 1 hour), apply a zero calibration gas 
and check the cell EMF.  If necessary, carry out a full calibration.

The cell can take up to three hours to fully settle. 

If the cell responds correctly to the calibration gas, the probe can be refitted into 
the flue.

NOTE
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in-situ Probe testing and checking

In-situ checking will assist with identifying errors or faults associated with the probe. 
Cell output voltage can be displayed on the user interface using the Diagnostics 
menu as an alternative to the following manual checks.  After any corrections the 
system must be fully calibrated.  

Equipment required: 

• Digital multimeter (10MΩ input impedance on mV ranges).
•  Earth continuity tester.
•  Span calibration gas (within the range 10 to 21% O2 in N2).
•  Zero calibration gas (within the range 0.1 to 10% O2 in N2).

Ensure that the flue temperature is within the limits 20 °C / 68 °F to 600 °C / 1112 
°F and allow a 20-minute warm-up period for the probe.

1. Remove the blanking plug from the calibration gas inlet and fit the pipe, nut 
and olive from the connector kit to the inlet.

2. Connect the calibration gas using flexible tubing to fit the outside diameter of 
the pipe ( ¼” o.d.).

3. Apply the test gas at a rate of 2 l/min (4.5 ft3/hour) and allow 5 minutes for the 
analyzer reading to settle.

If the analyzer response is normal when measuring calibration gas, but sluggish and 
insensitive when measuring flue gas, replace the ceramic filter.

If you cannot obtain the correct calibration gas response, measure the cell output 
voltage detailed in the Step 4.

4. With the calibration gas connected, display the EMF of the cell by selecting 
CELL from the Diagnostics menu.

 The measured voltage should correspond generally to the oxygen volume per-
centage for the calibration gas used. Slight differences result if the probe’s cell 
constant is not zero.

If there is a difference of more than ±5mV between the measured cell output voltage 
and the graph, check the probe heater temperature by measuring the thermocouple 
voltage as described in the following Steps 5 and 6.

5. Using either a mercury or digital-type thermometer,  measure the ambient 
temperature in close proximity to the Probe T/C connections at the head of the 
probe.
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5. Measure the voltage across the thermocouple (T/C) contacts at the probe.  Refer 
to Table 2.

 Mains power connections on the probe.  High risk of electric shock !

KEY
1.	 Cell	+ve
2.	 Cell	-ve
3.	 	thermocouple	+ve
4.	 	thermocouple	-ve	
5.	 Cold	junction	+ve
6.	 Cold	junction	-ve
7.	 	Heater	live/line
8.	 	Heater	Neutral/Return
9.	 Not	used
10.	Earth/Ground
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Table 2  gives the voltage that should be present at the probe thermocouple connections 
(Step 6), according to the temperature measured at Step 5, when the probe has stabilized 
at 750°C/ 1382°F. 

table 2 - thermocouple v. ambient temperature for a probe at 750°c/1382°F

ambient temperature: ambient temperature:
(°c) (°F) millivolts (°c) (°F) millivolts

50 122 29.13 24 75.2 30.22
49 120.2 29.17 23 73.4 30.26
48 118.4 29.22 22 71.6 30.30
47 116.6 29.26 21 69.8 30.34
46 114.8 29.60 20 68 30.38
45 113 29.34 19 66.2 30.42
44 111.2 29.38 18 64.4 30.47
43 109.4 29.42 17 62.6 30.51
42 107.6 29.47 16 60.8 30.55
41 105.8 29.51 15 59 30.59
40 104 29.55 14 57.2 30.63
39 102.2 29.59 13 55.4 30.67
38 100.4 29.63 12 53.6 30.72
37 98.6 29.67 11 51.8 30.76
36 96.8 29.72 10 50 30.80
35 95 29.76 		9 48.2 30.84
34 93.2 29.80 		8 46.4 30.88
33 91.4 29.84 		7 44.6 30.92
32 89.6 29.88 		6 42.8 30.92
31 87.8 29.92 		5 41 31.01
30 86 29.97 		4 39.2 31.05
29 84.2 30.01 		3 37.4 31.09
28 82.4 30.05 		2 35.6 31.13
27 80.6 30.09 		1 33.8 31.17
26 78.8 30.13 		0 32 31.22
25 77 30.17

If the thermocouple voltage is correct, remove the probe from the flue and replace 
the cell and/or the probe insert (including thermocouple and heater assembly).

• If there is no thermocouple voltage proceed to Step 7.
• If the thermocouple voltage is low proceed to Step 8.
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If the thermocouple voltage is high, relocate the probe to a position 
where the flue temperature is 800°C/1272°F or lower.

7.  Disconnect the thermocouple leads from the thermocouple (TC) terminals and 
check the thermocouple for open or short circuit.

A short circuit usually indicates a wiring fault rather than a faulty 
thermocouple.

If the thermocouple appears to be faulty, replace the probe insert (including thermo-
couple and heater assembly). If the thermocouple appears to be in order continue 
from Step 8.

8. Switch off the power supply, disconnect the heater leads from their terminals 
on the User Interface, and measure the resistance across these leads at the probe 
terminal head and at the cable ends.

 The correct heater resistance is approximately 200 Ω.

If the resistance is not correct, check the heater wiring, and if necessary, replace the 
probe insert (including thermocouple and heater assembly).

NOTE



NOTE
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maintenance

routine maintenance schedule

Ensure the following routine maintenance schedule is followed.  Failure to do so 
may invalidate the terms of warranty.

Every Month

Perform a complete calibration (unless automatic calibration is enabled).

Every 6 months

comPonent Procedure action

Ceramic	Filter Visual	inspection. Remove	and	clean.	
Change	 if	 damaged	 or	 contami-
nated.

Zirconia	Cell Check	Cell	resistance. if	resistance	exceeds	1200	Ohms	
the	cell	needs	to	be	replaced.

Calibration	Gas Check	supply	pressure. Replace	 cylinder	 if	 the	 pressure	
falls	below	specified	pressure.

Calibration	Gas	Pipes	 Check	integrity	of	pipes. Replace	if	damaged.
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Service and PartS

The operations in this chapter should be performed only by quali-
fied service personnel with knowledge of electrical safety techniques. 
There are no operator-serviceable components inside the system. 
Never service the controller or Insitu probe unless power has been 
removed from the controller and the probe has been allowed to cool 
for one hour. 

This chapter shows you how to replace sensor parts. This includes the following:

• Inner Probe Assembly removal

• Cell replacement

• Thermocouple replacement

• List of Replacement Parts

You can clean the outside of the sensor or controller using normal household or 
commercial general purpose cleaners, cloths, or sponges. You can also use water. 

Always turn off power before attempting to clean the enclosure.
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inner Probe assembly removal

 Remove power before replacing any parts on the WDG-1200/1210 
Insitu.

Most of the procedures in this chapter require that you first remove the inner 
probe assembly (see Figure 6-1).

1. Ensure that power is removed from the control unit and allow the sensor to
cool for one hour. Also remove the insitu probe cover by removing the four
screws at the corners of the cover.

Figure 6-1.
inner probe assembly removal.

2. Remove the wires from the upper terminal strip connections on the probe.
Also remove the chassis ground wire from the bottom right corner of the
terminal box.

3. Remove the two 1/4-20 nuts (using a 7/16” nut driver) and locking star wash-
ers that hold the positioning bracket to the retaining brackets. This will also
free the chassis ground wire.

4. Remove the one 8-32 kep nut (using a 11/32” nut driver) and the two 8-32
screws (using a flat blade screwdriver) with the attached split lock washers.

5. Remove the positioning bracket. To do this, you will first have to pull out the
probe handle slightly.

The inner probe assembly will remain hot even though power has 
been removed from the system, so allow at least one hour for the 
probe to cool after removing power from the controller. Use protec-
tive gloves when removing the probe.
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6. Slide the inner probe assembly out of the outer protective tube by pulling on
its handle.

Process under Pressure

If the process is under pressure, place a blind plate and gasket over the flange 
hole (blind plate and gasket included in insitu accessory kit). 

• Place the blind plate and gasket over the 8-32 stud on top of the flange hole.

• Insert the two 8-32 x 1/4” long screws from the insitu accessory kit into the
two remaining holes. Tighten using a flat blade screwdriver.

• Place the 8-32 kep nut removed in Step 4 over the 8-32 stud.

• Using a 11/32” nut driver. Tighten the kep nut.

If the inner probe assembly does not slide out freely, remove the 10-32 screw 
from the sheet metal plate and insert a longer screw (thumb screw provided in in-
situ accessory kit) into this threaded hole to force the inner probe assembly loose 
(be sure to remove this longer screw once the probe assembly is loose). 

After removing the inner probe assembly, inspect the gasket for dam-
age. If damaged, replace the gasket.

NOTE
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cell replacement

removing the cell

1. Remove the inner probe assembly as described in the previous section, Inner
Probe Assembly Removal.

2. Mark the position of the U-bolt relative to the heater by drawing a line on
either side of the U-bolt on the top of the heater. This will help you mark the
correct heater position to show how far the heater should be placed into the
inner probe assembly during reassembly.

Place a mark on the left hex nut of the cell assembly and also on the inner
probe assembly (end of probe assembly where wrench flats are) to match the
orientation of the white cell lead wire.

For example, if white cell lead wire is positioned at 3 o’clock, place a mark
at 3 o’clock on the left hex nut of the cell assembly and inner probe assembly
(see Figure 6-2 for location of left hex nut).

3. Loosen the U-bolts around the heater (but don’t remove) using a 3/8” nut
driver, then remove the 10-32 screw on the sheet metal plate and accompany-
ing lock washer using a flat blade screwdriver (see Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-2.
cell assembly.

It may be easier for two people to complete the following steps if the 
probe is longer than 18”.

4. To remove the cell assembly, position a 1” open end wrench on the wrench
flats of the inner probe assembly (see Figure 6-2). Place another 1” open end
wrench on the left hex nut of the cell assembly, and break the seal by un-
screwing the left hex nut.

NOTE
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5. With the probe oriented in front of you so that the cell assembly end is on
your right and the sheet metal plate is on your left, rotate both the sheet metal
plate (handle end of probe) and the left hex nut counterclockwise at the same
time until the left hex nut becomes unthreaded from the inner probe assem-
bly.

Figure 6-3.
cell and heater replacement.
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To prevent twisting of the cell leads, keep the mark on the left hex nut and 
the orientation of the white cell lead from being more than one quarter turn 
from each other (see Step 2). Turning them together will prevent this from 
occurring.

If you don’t have two people and the probe is long (making it impos-
sible to turn both ends at the same time), turn the left hex nut one 
quarter turn, then turn the sheet metal plate one quarter turn until 
the left hex nut becomes unthreaded from the inner probe assembly.

6. Pull the left hex nut away from the inner probe assembly until the cell clips
are exposed. At this time, the two white and blue cell leads could slide out
of the sheet metal plate. Once you pull the cell assembly out, slide the heater
inside the cell to support the cell.

7. Cell clip that is closest to the left hex nut:
Place your thumb on the bottom edge of the retainer clip (where clip and wire
are welded together) while placing your index finger on the rear of the cell
clip. Carefully remove the top portion of the retainer clip from the cell clip
using a flat blade screwdriver. Then remove the retainer clip and snap off the
cell clip.

8. Repeat Step 7 for the other cell clip and associated retainer clip.

9. Remove the cell assembly from the heater.

10. Carefully slide the cell clips onto the heater. This secures them until they can
be placed on the new cell.

11. Slide the heater, cell clips, and cell leads into the inner probe assembly so
the end of the heater is 2” inside the end of the assembly (wrench flats end of
probe assembly).

12. Using a flat blade screwdriver, remove the metal O-ring on the end of the in-
ner probe assembly and discard (a new metal O-ring is provided with the cell
replacement kit).

Fitting the new cell

1. Thread the new cell assembly into the inner probe assembly until handtight.
Take a magic marker and mark the left hex nut with the same orientation as
the mark on the inner probe assembly.

For example, if the mark on inner probe assembly is positioned at 3 o’clock,
place a mark at 3 o’clock on the left hex nut of the cell assembly.

NOTE
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2. Unscrew the cell assembly from the inner probe assembly.

3. Slide the heater, cell clips, and cell leads forward through the end of the inner
probe assembly until the cell clips are exposed.

4. Slide the new metal O-ring over the heater and cell clips assembly so it is po-
sitioned at the end of the inner probe assembly. Use a new metal O-ring when
reassembling to assure a proper seal.

5. Slide the non-slotted ceramic washer over the open end of the cell. Slide the
slotted ceramic washer over the open end of the cell. (Non-slotted one in
first, then the slotted one).

6. Slide the cell clips off the heater.

7. Slide the cell assembly over the heater so the cell clips align with the open
end of the cell (so you can place them on the cell in the next steps). Ensure
the heater is as far inside the cell as possible to help support the cell.

8. Find the cell clip that belongs with the white cell wire (slide the wire forward
and back to determine this). Rotate the cell assembly so the mark on the left
hex nut is aligned to where the cell clip is welded to the cell lead. Take the
white cell clip and snap onto the cell, placing it between the white band on
the cell and the open end of the cell. Don’t allow the white ceramic tube to be
trapped between the cell clip and the cell. Only the clip should touch the cell.

9. Using a flat blade screwdriver, snap the new retainer clip over the cell clip to
provide a strong contact between the cell clip and the cell. The retainer clip is
concave; place the pointed end away from the cell.

10. Position the slotted ceramic washer over the white band of the cell. At this
time, also rotate the slotted ceramic washer so the blue cell lead can pass
through the slot in the washer.

11. Find the cell clip that belongs with the blue cell wire (slide the wire forward
and back to determine this). Snap the cell clip to the cell, placing it on the
other side of the white band on the cell from where the white wire cell clip is
positioned.

The blue cell lead should be positioned approximately 180 degrees 
from the white cell lead. 

Don’t allow the white ceramic tube that connects to the cell clip to be trapped 
between the cell clip and the cell. Only the cell clip should touch the cell.

NOTE
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12. Using a flat blade screwdriver, snap the new retainer clip over the cell clip to
provide a strong contact between the cell clip and the cell. The retainer clip is
concave; place the pointed end away from the cell.

13. Place the metal O-ring on the slot at the end of the cell assembly. Slide the
cell assembly into the inner probe assembly until the threads engage. On the
flange end, slide the sheet metal plate over the ceramic tubes that contain the
cell leads (see Figure 6-3).

14. With the probe oriented in front of you so the cell assembly end is on your
right and the sheet metal plate is on your left, rotate both the sheet metal plate
(handle end of probe) and the left hex nut clockwise at the same time until
the left hex nut is fully threaded into the inner probe assembly.

To prevent twisting of the cell leads, keep the mark on the left hex nut and
the orientation of the white cell lead from being more than one quarter turn
from each other.

If you don’t have two people and the probe is long, you may find it 
difficult to turn both ends at the same time. In this case, turn the left 
hex nut one quarter turn, then turn the heater one quarter turn until 
the left hex nut is threaded into the inner probe assembly.

15. Position a 1” open end wrench on the wrench flats of the inner probe as-
sembly. Place another 1” open end wrench on the left hex nut of the cell
assembly, and tighten the left hex nut until the mark on the left hex nut is 90
degrees away from aligning with the mark on the inner probe assembly.

16. Align the sheet metal plate holes with the holes on the inner probe assembly.

17. Insert 10-32 screw and lock washer into the sheet metal plate and tighten
onto the flange using a flat blade screwdriver. Ensure that other holes remain
aligned while tightening this screw.

18. Slide the heater into the inner probe assembly until the marks you placed on
the heater in Step 2 of the removal section align with the U-bolt, then tighten
the U-bolts using a 3/8” nut driver.

19. Reinstall the probe into the process by reversing the steps of the Removing
Inner Probe Assembly section earlier in this chapter.

20. Perform a calibration.

NOTE
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Figure 6-4.
cell clip with attached cell leads.

Figure 6-5.
cell and retainer clip placement.
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Heater/thermocouple replacement

removing Heater (See Figure 6-3)

1. Remove the inner probe assembly as described in the previous section, Inner 
Tube Assembly Removal.

2. Remove the cell as described in the Cell Replacement section above under 
the Removing the Cell subsection.

3. Slide the heater and cell leads out of the inner probe assembly.

4. Mark the location of the spiders on the heater assembly using a permanent 
marker (they will need to be spaced the same way when you reattach them to 
the inner probe assembly). Then loosen the set screws (1/16” socket head) on 
all the spiders.

5. Remove the cell clips from heater, then remove the heater from the spiders.

6. Before discarding the old heater, transfer the marks from the old heater to 
the new heater. Note that the alignment spider, identified by four set screws 
vs. only one set screw for other spiders, must be placed 10” from the tip of 
the plasma-sprayed end (heater end). The other spiders are placed every 12” 
thereafter.

replacing Heater

1. Slide the new heater through the spiders, taking care to avoid touching the 
white coating on the heater against the spider.

2. Position the spiders on the heater using the marks made in Step 6 above. For 
the alignment spider, tighten the 1/16” set screws on the alignment spider 
using a 1/16” allen head wrench so the heater wall doesn’t touch the spider 
wall. This is not required for the other spiders; simply tighten the one set 
screw for each of these spiders.

3. Slide the heater, cell clips, and cell leads into the inner probe assembly so the 
end of the heater is 2” inside the end of the inner probe assembly (wrench 
flats end of probe assembly).

4. Follow the steps in the Replacing the New Cell section in the Cell Replace-
ment section to put the cell back together. Be sure that the heater assembly is 
centered in the first spider (4 set screws).

5. Reinsert the inner probe assembly by reversing the steps described in the In-
ner Tube Assembly Removal section earlier in this chapter.
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Spare Parts

Cell Lead Kits 
For 9” Probe 95382WE
For 18” Probe 95383WE
For 36” Probe 95384WE
For 72” Probe 95385WE
For 108” Probe 95386WE

Cell, Zirconia Electrochemical  71785SE
Filter & Flame Arrestor Assembly 71863SE
Filter Deflector, Insitu  71764SE
Filter, Ceramic, 5 Micron 71849SE
Filter, Ceramic, 5 Micron w/shield 71862SE
Filter, Insitu, 20 Micron SS 72346SE
Flame Arrestor, Std, Insitu 71861SE

Heater/Thermocouple Assembly
For 9” Probe 73050TE
For 18” Probe 73051TE
For 36” Probe 73052TE
For 72” Probe 73053TE
For 108” Probe 73054TE

Inner Probe
Std. 9”  71920SE
Std. 18” 71921SE
Std. 36” 71922SE
Std. 72” 71923SE
Std. 108” 71924SE

25818J
80585SE
76512SE
71782KE
42244JE
80586SE
71715KE 

Connector Kit (includes 2 connectors) 
Display PCB  
Electronics and Front Cover  
Insulating Tube, Mullite  
O-Ring, Insitu Cell
Power Supply PCB
Washer, Ceramic
Washer, Ceramic - Notched 71848KE
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drawings and custom instructions

This appendix provides any custom drawings or instructions you may have 
ordered in addition to the standard WDG-1200/1210 Insitu probes. If you didn’t 
order any custom options, the standard Interconnect Drawing is provided.

If you did order any special options, the drawings or special instructions provided 
here supersede any drawings or options provided elsewhere in this manual.
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